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A one week project was organized for 

all the students of  Foundation Ist semester.  All the 

students of the department were divided into five  

groups. Each group had  to execute their own ideas 

to make 3D Sculpture. A brief explanation was 

given before starting the process about the  

technique, required size and height. The most 

important thing expected from the students was  

team work and coordination to make the sculpture. 

All  students  were asked  to make at least five to 

eight sketches from different angles (side view and 

top view), out of which, one was selected. 

Subsequently,  the final sketch was converted into a 

muket with clay so as to give the students an idea of 

their sculpture 

t h r e e  

dimensionality. 

T h i s  w a s  

followed by the 

formation of  an 

armature to its 

final size of the 

sculpture as per 

s c a l e ,  u s i n g  

Plaster of Paris 

provided by the 

I n s t i t u t e .  

Armature is the 

i n t e r n a l  

foundation for 

3D sculpture 

Sculpture Project

building sculpture which is 

made using wires,  mesh and 

threads to give the basic 

shape to the sculpture by the 

students after which Plaster of 

Paris was applied layer by layer to 

create the form. 

 All students enjoyed  working 

together and the process helped 

them realize the importance of 

team work and coordination. 

Beaut i fu l   scu lptures  

created by them  will be  

used to enhance the 

space  around the 

campus.

Mr. Jayant Gajera 

Coordinator

Faculty, Foundation Dept.

th th 19  to 26  November
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Apeejay Institute of Design organized Founder's 
th

day celebrations on 4  October 2018, to 
t h

commemorate Dr. Stya Paul's 99  Birth 

Anniversary. 

This day is 

marked  by  

p a y i n g  

homage to 

the founder 

of  Apeejay 

Educational 

society, which has emerged as a trusted symbol of 

quality and excellence in the country's education 

industry. Our Motto “SOARING HIGH IS MY 

NATURE” mirrors the fact that new heights could be 

scaled with Academic and Human Excellence.

The program commenced on an auspicious note 
 with Invocation seeking the blessings of Almighty. 

This was followed by a couple of prayers and 

devotional Bhajans presented by the students. Our 

Director Madam, Mrs. Reetu Betala shared  a few 

words and incidents in memory of our late founder 

Dr. Stya Paul, an exemplary Industrialist and 

Educationist. She also shared with students the 

milestones and efforts taken to establish the 

A p e e j a y  

Institute of  

D e s i g n  f o r  

y o u n g  

a s p i r a n t  

designers in 

the year 1991.

To motivate students further Ms. Amrit Das read 

out the Message from Mrs. Sushma Berlia, 

President Apeejay Education Society and beloved 

daughter of Late Chairman. The message threw 

light on the hardships faced by Dr. Stya Paul in his 

life and his great achievements despite his physical 

limitations.

The event progressed with a beautiful form of 

classical dance performance on a Ganesh Vandana.

d

The key feature of the event 

was  

to the students who have 

successfully completed 

their course in different 

specializations. This was 

followed by a melodious 

presentation of bhajan 

“Raghupati Raghav”, one of 

the few favorites of Dr. Stya 

Paul.

Our Director Madam felicitated meritorious 

students with excellent  and 

for for Graduate Design 

Programme 

a n d  P o s t  

G r a d u t e  

D e s i g n  

Programmes

M s .  

B h a w a n a  

S o u n  o f  
rdG.D.P. Fashion Design 3  sem, bagged the most 

coveted award of the day 

. This award has been crafted in 

memory of our late founder, which is presented 

every year to the student who not only excels in 

academics but reflects excellent human values and 

b e h av i o u r  t o w a rd s  

teachers and fellow 

students.

 To  c o n c l u d e  t h e  

programme everybody 

stood up for the National 

Anthem and enjoyed 

refreshments organized 

by the  Institute

Awarding of Diplomas

Academic Performance

Regularity in Attendance 

“Dr. Stya Paul Award For 

Human Values”

.

Mr. Sukhvinder Singh   

Ms. Garima J. Saini
Coordinators

Co-curricular Activities
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All the students and faculty of Foundation 
st

Department I  semester were taken to National 

Museum and  National Gallery Of Modern Art on 
thOctober 24 ,2018. Our first destination was

 at Janpath, which houses a vast 

collection of Indian bronzes, terracotta (2700 BC) 

and wood sculptures dating back to the Mauryan 

period (2nd-3rd century BC), various exhibits from 

the Vijayanagar period in south India, Mughal 

period, Indus Valley civilization, Greek influenced 

Gandhara period and Gupta period. There were 

Miniatures and mural paintings, costumes, arts and 

artifacts of various tribal people and precious 

jewelery heavily decorated with huge emeralds, 

diamonds and pearls from 2500 BC. Famous bronze 

dancing statue from Mohenjodaro, wonderful 

collection of weapons, musical instruments, central 

Buddhist antiques and the autographed memories 

of the Mughal Emperor Jahangir were the eye-

catchers at the museum. 

The rich and 

v a r i e d  

collection was 

s p r e a d  o v e r  

three spacious 

floors. The visit 

to the museum 

was really fruitful as all the students were amazed 

to  see the artifacts closely and this added  to their 

knowledge.

On the occasion of 150 Years of Celebrating the 

Mahatma Gandhi, a special exhibition “Takua  

Bardoli Charkha” (The spinning wheel) were on 

display in Ajanta hall,  at National museum. There 

were also works celebrating the friendship 

between India and Uzbekistan  titled "India and 

Uzbekistan : A Dialogues of cultures” were also on 

display.

“Peru's Fabulous Treasures" was another 

 

National Museum

exhibition which showcased an exploration of Pre - 

Columbian cultures, which notably feature replicas 

of the tomb of  the Lord Of Spain, one of the most 

famous archaeological discoveries in past decades. 

Our next destination was at 

 

N e w  D e l h i  

( N G M A ) .  

Established in 

the year 1954 

it is the best 

p l a c e  t o  

explore Indian contemporary art. It has splendid 

collection of paintings, some of which are as old as 

150 years. The painting gallery here includes the 

19th and early 20th century paintings of British 

artists, Thomas Daniell, and his nephew, William. 

Currently, an exhibition titled “Chehre” from the 

NGMA's rich art collection that included a large 

number of sculptures made by various  artists such 

as Ramkinker Baij,  Pushp Betala, Biman Das, K.S 

Radhakishnan, Himmat Shah and others was on 

display.

The twenty feet high Bodhi tree in the lawn of 

National gallery made of stainless steel by Subodh 

Gupta added a  smile on student’s face. 

It was indeed a great visit and the students really 

benefitted from this!

National Gallery of 

Modern Art,

            Mr. Jayant Gajera 

Coordinator

Faculty, Foundation Dept.

th24  October 

E O HE O Hxploring  ur eritage
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Interior design students went out on a field visit to 

Rama Doors and Furniture factory-cum-showroom 

and Evok furniture and interior accessories 
th

showroom, Faridabad on 14  Nov'18.

At showroom, the 

students were given detailed information on 

properties and therefore usage and processing of 

various materials used in furniture making. They 

were also shown how materials like wood, 

plywood, blockwood, particle boards and wood 

polymer boards are machined and joined to make 

furniture.

The students 

were given live 

demonstration 

o f  m a t e r i a l  

processing on 

v a r i o u s  

machines. The 

entire process from curing of timber to packaging 

was shown and explained to students by the owner 

Mr. Rajbir Sharma himself. 

Some of the machines on which live demonstration 

was given to students were: Steam curing chamber, 

Band saw, Panel cutter, Edge bending tape fixing 

machine (manual and automatic), Bench drill and 

grooving machine, Multi bore and drill machine, 

Router machine, CNC drilling, boring and routing 

machine, Chain slotter machine, Door frame rebate 

cutter machine, sanding machine Belt, Sheet metal 

punching press, Powder coating Panel making and 

assembling of semi knock down furniture with 

special hardware 

was also shown to 

students along 

with finishes like 

p a i n t i n g ,  

p o l i s h i n g  a n d  

lamination. 

 Rama Doors and Furniture 

C o n s t r u c t i o n  

a n d  p o w d e r  

coating of metal 

panels used in 

office interiors 

was also shown 

to students. 

Various hardware like hinges, handles, mini fixes, 

angle cleat joiners, concealed hinges, hydraulic 

closures etc. were also shown and explained to 

students. 

The visit was highly interactive and students asked 

many questions which were answered very 

patiently by Mr. Sharma and his works manager. The 

students also visited  the factory showroom where 

they saw sample kitchen, bedroom, living room and 

office furniture. Overall, the students saw the entire 

process of furniture making right from raw material 

to packaging.

Next, the students visited furniture and 

interior accessory showroom where they saw latest 

furniture inline with current trend and demand. 

  Evok

Mr. Ramin Dogra

Coordinator

Faculty, Interior Design

The students of AID, Graphic Design + Animation & 

Multimedia (UG & PG) visited 
th

 at Sahibabad on 14  November 2018, as 

part of their 

student activity 

s c h e d u l e .  

F o u n d e d  i n  

1984 by 

 an 

alumnus of Delhi College of Art, Aduex Display 

Service is a well known company in the field of 

Product Display, Visual Merchandising, Event 

Design & production and the students were eagerly 

looking forward to the visit.

On reaching there, Mr. Basu himself greeted the 

Aduex Display 

Service

Mr. 

Raibat Basu,

Display Design & Production
th14  November 

th
 14  November
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students and got very involved from the beginning. 

He started with an interactive session with students 

regarding brand strategy, how brand promotion is 

done in terms of choosing location so that it 

connects to the right audience and how a particular 

display works for that location. He asked students 

about their favourite brands across categories and 

their idea of how to promote their respective 

brands and then suggested them how and why one 

idea may work or not. 

The aim of this introductory session was how to 

plan & strategize before design and execution is 

done. Once this was over, we were taken to the 

design studio where designers were busy executing 

different creatives for print, stage design etc. using 

2D & 3D softwares like Corel Draw, Photoshop, 3D 

max and AutoCad. The output from the creative 

team is sent for client approvals and then the final 

physical execution takes shape. From the creative 

studio we moved on to the printing section where 

the students were shown different types of paper, 

print materials and capabilities of different printing 

machines with actual samples. 

We then moved on to the board cutting section 

which creates cut outs of different design & 

typographic elements with great precision. In fact, 

when we saw these cut outs put together for stalls 

designed for the brand Hero, we realized how each 

step is important till the final execution. Finally, we 

were taken to the largest section of the site where 

welders and other technicians were busy creating 

huge metallic frameworks for an upcoming event. 

This metal  section had several old frameworks of 

work done earlier for events & exhibitions and Mr. 

Basu shared pictures of the actual installed versions 

with the enthusiastic students. 

 Before we left, the students gathered again to have 

an engaging session with Mr. Basu regarding the 

entire process and asked few questions which he 

answered pat ient ly.  They  got  a  better  

understanding of materials, 3D space, location and 

production process, which helps a designer to 

conceptualize a project. Moreover, when we visit an 

exhibition, a product launch or a brand promotion 

next time, we will immediately connect to behind 

the scene work. This visit will make students realize 

and appreciate the amount of hard work and co-

ordinated team work needed for a successful 

project delivery.          Mr. Sumanto K. Roy

Coordinator

Faculty, Graphic Des.+ A&M

Student’s Feedback
Our Institute scheduled a field visit to Aduex Display 

at Sahibabad. As we reached, we were made sit on 

the third floor of their office where we were 

addressed by Mr. Raibat Basu, the owner. He talked 

to us about how advertising of a product is done and 

how it affects the product's image.

The discussion began with a small excercise of each 

student choosing a product and thinking of one 

promoti

o n a l  

strategy 

for the 

c h o s e n  

product.

T h e n  
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the factory tour started. Firstly, we were taken to 

the graphic designers who are provided with 

scribbles from various clients. Then they transform 

these scribbles into mind blowing display art works.

Then we headed towards a printing cubical. It 

consisted of 

plotting and 

p r i n t i n g  

machines for 

cutt ing and 

printing. They 

showed us a 

demo of printing as well as plotting by using 

transfer paper technique. We also saw a sample of 

3D printing.

Later we went to another cutting machine where 

we saw alphabets being cut from 

wood. The machine that was used 

could cut many materials - wood, 

plastic, acrylic sheet, fibre glass 

and so on. Ms. Jasjot Kaur, 

         PGDP- 1st Sem G. D.
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Century Overseas is an Export House based in Kirti 

Nagar Industrial Area, New Delhi. It was established 

in year 1991, and have been exporting Leather 

Garments, Leather Accessories and Woven 

Garments to European and American Countries 

majorly United Kingdom, France, America and 

Germany. The company is spread over an area of 

more than 1,85,000 square feet divided into two 

workshops 

a n d  a n  

a n n u a l  

revenue of 

$ 3 5  

million. It 

e m p l o y s  

more than 

2 5 0 0  

employees 

i n c l u d i n g  

staff  and  

w o r k e r s ,  

producing 

1,00,000 pieces per 

month. They also 

own a tannery in 

Delhi/NCR area, 

used for Leather 

making. Their Portfolio consists of esteemed clients 

like Ralph & Lauren, Nordstrom, Harley Davidson, 

Debenhams, Armani Exchange and many more. 

The factory is divided into two departments namely 

Leathers and Woven. They work through various 

b u y i n g  

offices and 

participate in 

International 

F a i r s  a n d  

e ve nt s  fo r  

B u s i n e s s  

purposes. 

For a visit to 

the factory 

round the students were divided into two groups 

and two technical guides were assigned to us from 

the company's side to help in the better 

understanding of the processes. Group I moved 

towards the  simultaneously 

G r o u p - I I  

m o v e d  

towards the 

 

B o t h  t h e  

departments 

consisted of 

the well set 

Leather Department

W o v e n  

Department.

6

Understanding Garment 

Construction
th16  November



mechanical and manual apparatus. The students 

were taken around different sections beginning 

from the Material Store, Sampling, Cutting, 

Embroidery, Sewing Lines, Washing, Dry Cleaning, 

Finishing, Packaging, Merchandising, Designing, 

Administration and Computer Aided Designing 

Department .  Each department required 

specialized skills which were acquired by the 

people working there. From initial Sampling to Final 

production to Shipping, it included various small 

and lengthy tasks. Each process, be it layering of 

Fabrics, Removal of Stains, In-line inspections 

everything was seen by the students which gave 

them great exposure. They also saw different 

finishes on Leather and other Fabric material, 

which is an expertise of the organisation and an 

edge over other export houses, this involves a lot of 

Research and Development. The students were 

amazed to see the organisation of day to day task 

and it was a great learning experience for them. The 

students were practically able to touch and feel the 

materials and the same added to their vision 

towards designing and will help them in future. 
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New Trends in 
Advertising & Logo Design

st
31  October

AID organised a Talk-cum-presentation on “New 

Trends in Advertising & Logo Design” for which 

 Founder & Executive Creative 

Director of Virus Design Studio was invited. The 
stpresentation held on 31  October 2018 was 

attended by students of Graphics Design + 

Animation & Multimedia (UG & PG) . 

The session started with current advertising trends 

in market, how the pace has changed and client 

demand increasing day by day. With technology 

changing so fast and being easily accessible as well, 

the competition is only increasing and one has to 

constantly update and upgrade to be in sync with 

the current market. As a designer, one has to 

continuously evolve as everyday brings a new 

challenge. She then spoke about her experience 

while handling advertising campaigns, 

 and how the logo plays a significant role in 

establishing the brand. She shared some examples 

of  which communicate the 

brand values of the product immediately and 

connects with the consumer. During the 

presentation she stressed on the importance of 

market research and the right ambience while 

working on a new brand to get the right feel. 

Later on, students asked her few questions 

regarding brand building, typography in logo design 

and how Virus Design Studio was conceptualized.

Ms. 

Meghamala Borah,

brand 

identity

innovative logo designs

       

              Mr. Sumanto K. Roy

Coordinator

Faculty, Graphic Des.+ A&M
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support from their families, facing difficulties as a 

woman entrepreneur and finally winning the game.

Family businesses have acted as suitable platforms 

for women to practice their entrepreneurial skills 

and with time has helped them to lead the feminist 

revolution and change the stereotypes established 

since ages. Today many women are coming in 

forefront and participating in family businesses with 

full enthusiasm and zeal aiming to welcome a 

change in the society along with bringing new 

heights in the family business.

It was heartening to hear their stories, each more 

inspiring than the other. We all took home great 

positivity and pride for being a woman and pledged 

to work towards our goals with enthusiasm and 

belief in ourselves. 

Each student received a participation certificate for 

attending the seminar.                               Ms. Amrit Das 

Coordinator

Faculty, Fashion Design

Students and faculty of Apeejay Institute of Design 

were invited to a seminar on “Women in Family 
thRun Businesses”, on 12  of November, 2018 at the 

PHD House, New Delhi, organized by the Women & 

Child development Committee of PHD Chamber. 

The Seminar commenced with a welcome address 

b y  M s  

Anuradha Goel, 

Cha i rperson,  

Women & Child 

Development 

C o m m i t t e e .  

Ms. Goel also 

acknowledged 

the panel of eminent Women Entrepreneurs 

present as speakers, the guests and the audience. 

The panel consisted of Ms. Sushma Paul Berlia, 

President, Apeejay Stya & Svrán Group, Dr. Aruna 

Abhey Oswal, Chairperson, Abhay Oswal Group, 

Ms.Surbhi Mittal, Executive Director, Sonalika 

Group, CA Rachita Mantry, Partner, Legal Quotient 

Consultants  and Ms. Priyanka Malhotra, Director,- 

HRD, Nipman Fasteners .

Each speaker introduced themselves and shared 

their experiences all the way from joining their 

family business to taking over the top most 

positions and adapting to the changes in their life. 

How they balanced Work with Personal Life, getting 

 Women in 
Family Run Businesses

th 12 November
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Fashion Design Students and faculty of AID were 

invited to attend the Fashion show organized by 

Delhi Times, INDIA SHOWCASE WEEK at DLF 
nd

Promenade, Vasant Kunj on 22  November evening 

sponsored by DANZ Entertainment Inc. The event 

showcased the latest collections from three brands 

and three designers.

 opened the show with her Beach 

wedding dresses in shades of black, silver  and gold 

embellished with sequins and other decorative 

techniques. The well known brand 

 showed a collection 

of trendy Sportswear line for 

men with track suits in solid 

colors. The models wore shoes 

c o n s i s t i n g  o f  c o l o u r f u l  

sneakers and sports shoes by 

the brand Call it Spring. Next 

was a collection of  luxury Faux 

fur garments and accessories 

appropriate for winters by Brand 

Ms. Sakshi Bindra

Beverly Hills 

Polo Club

Kainalli. 

AID Students at
INDIA SHOWCASE WEEK

nd
22  November 

The evening progressed with a mesmerizing 

performance by singer  

which entertained the audiences. Moving ahead 

the Designer  presented a range of 

cocktail gowns in black & white and the designs for 

Aerojet Aviation Pvt. Ltd. The show ended with 

unveiling of DANZ calendar by Ms. Shraddha 

Shashidhar, Yamaha Fascino Miss Diva 2017,  Miss 

Universe India. The  event also saw 

famous designer  

present her festive collection  

consisting of Sarees with floral 

prints draped with Denim 

pants, called Indian Flower 

Bazaar.

Students really enjoyed the 

show and learned many 

aspects of putting together 

a fashion collection.     

Sonali Ajay Bahuguna,

Neetu Singh

Nida Mehmood

Ms. Amrit Das 

Coordinator

Faculty, Fashion Design

9
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applying layer on layer. While working, he was 

explaining each step to the students and after the 

demonstration, all the students made a landscape 

under his guidance. 

In second half, he painted a plant with pot. He 

explained and then demonstrated by keeping the 

role of light falling on the plant with  pot  along with 

its shadow effect on the plant. Later on, the 

students painted the plant, keeping in mind the 

tonal values and transparency of water colour. He 

also emphasized that the drawing should be correct 

before starting the coloring and the students kept 

asking their queries while working.

On the whole, it was a great learning experience for 

all the students of Foundation which will be very 

useful in their future .                            Mr. Jayant Gajera 

Coordinator

Faculty, Foundation Dept.

A workshop was organized for Foundation students 

by  an eminent artist and teacher. 

He has won many awards and recently got the State 

Teacher Award 2018. All the students of 

Foundation assembled at the amphitheatre and 

the workshop started with a discussion and 

demonstrat ion  on  water  co lour  

technique. Mr. Anand painted an  

"Imaginative" landscape 

i n  " wet  i nto  wet "  

process. The paper on 

which he was 

working was 

moist and he 

k e p t  t h e  

transparency 

colour while 

Mr. Anand Singh,

10

Workshops

th
13  November
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